Student Internship in the Virtual Capabilities Team (from October/November, 6–12 months)
Switzerland, Basel-City, Basel Headquarter

For this internship you will work in the Virtual Capabilities team which is part of Customer Strategy & Patient Partnership (CS&PP) within Product Development Medical Affairs (PDMA).

In CS&PP we envision the acceleration of coordinated, patient-centered healthcare ecosystems that are founded on the real needs of people and deliver holistic, individualized care to improve health and life.

In the Virtual Capabilities team, we aim to improve the customer experience with Roche through our Customer Engagement activities enabled by technology. This includes all touchpoints customers have with Roche as a company but focusing on their information needs and Medical Services.

We are a business function responsible for the Medical Systems and Channel roadmap and strategy based on our customers’ needs and to bring in technical, digital innovation and operational effectiveness to the organization.

The internship entails the following responsibilities:
· Supporting our Roadmap and Strategy development, rollout and stakeholder engagement
· Creation of Communication materials and channels for our cross functional collaborations
· Contributing to our aligned operational model (creation and roll out) and the Digital Channel Operational model to improve internal processes and efficiency
· Contribute to the End to End Content dissemination Workstream, a cross functional project requiring business process analysis, stakeholder engagement, planning and IT interfaces

We are keen to discover talents who are passionate about learning and show phenomenal curiosity in discovering new concepts and methods, and who are able to work flexibly across disciplines.

Who you are:
Does the following address you?
You are someone who wants to influence your own development. You are looking for a company where you receive the opportunity to pursue your interests across functions and geographies. Working in a multi-cultural environment motivates you. As go-getter you actively drive the quality of the requirements.

What do you need in your toolbox?
· You are an enrolled Bachelor or Master student in a Life Science, Engineering, Business or Technology University program
· You are highly motivated and dedicated
· Creative and strategic thinker
· Speaks English fluently
· You have strong communication and collaboration skills
· Strong affinity to technical systems and/or Digital channels
· You have a very good knowledge of MS office and/or google tools

If you are proud of contributing and feel you have the dedication to teamwork and innovation that we are seeking, then Roche is the organization for you. Every role at Roche plays a part in making a difference to patients’ lives. If you want to work in a passionate team, make your mark & improve lives, apply now.

When does it start?
The preferred start date of the internship is October/November for 6–12 months. Please clearly indicate your preferred starting date and duration of the internship on your motivation letter. Applications need to include a CV and a motivation letter both merged in one document.

Do you know what Roche stands for? Roche embraces diversity and equal opportunity in a serious way. We are committed to building a team that represents a variety of backgrounds, perspectives, and skills. The more inclusive we are, the better our work will be. Due to regulations non-EU/EFTA citizens have to provide a certificate from the university stating that an internship is mandatory as part of the application documents.

Who we are
At Roche, 94,000 people across 100 countries are pushing back the frontiers of healthcare. Working together, we’ve become one of the world’s leading research-focused healthcare groups. Our success is built on innovation, curiosity and diversity.

Job ID No.: 201909-125687
Get in touch with the Recruiting Team Switzerland +41 61 682 25 50

The next step is yours. To apply online for this position visit careers.roche.ch

Roche is an equal opportunity employer.

Make your mark.
Improve lives.